Black Rock, Smack Rock

By Anna Von Reitz

Well, meet your brand new "Financial Services" Company, which has been the "operative manager" of the merger of the Fed, a crime syndicate, with the IMF, another crime syndicate, and which now stands in the middle of the middle.

Black Rock. Like Black Law. Like Black Water. Like Black Everything, except, of course, black people, which they generally despise and use and abuse as slaves.

Time to wake up, people. Summon the Army of Gideon and rise.

This giant crime syndicate (which isn't really Jewish, by the way) has taken over two other giant crime syndicates. Oh, whoopee-ding. But here is the good news, if you get organized and know who you are (as in declare your proper political status and join your State Assembly) this has nothing whatsoever to do with you or your assets at all.

This has to do with Babylonian Fakirs defrauding and deceiving "U.S. Citizens" and "citizens of the United States".

Now, it's true that your Proper Given Name has been seized upon under conditions of fraud and non-disclosure by these Creeps.

And it is true that your Proper Given Name has been used as the basis to create unauthorized U.S. Citizens and unauthorized Municipal CITIZENS, too.

But its all Bull. They just make up a new corporation and define a new "Special Purpose Vehicle" --- a new "style" of name --- and they claim to own it, similar to what they have done by going around making up land descriptions and attaching them to your land.

What they need is about 320 million riflemen aiming up their rumps in this country and the entire population of all the other countries around the globe, to convince them that their "magic" --- that is, lies and fraud, has been recognized for what it is, and no "Special Purpose Vehicles" are to be attached to us, our Good names, or any of our assets.

Not now, not ever again.
The fraud is discovered. Black Rock needs to go hide under a literal black rock. They need to hide their heads in shame and have the Board Member's profiles and faces and home locations broadcast worldwide.

We all need to demand their permanent liquidation as a crime syndicate involved in restraint of trade and illegal securitization practices (SPVs --- ha!) and unjust enrichment schemes based on impersonation, probate fraud, bankruptcy fraud, identity theft, unlawful conversion, and conspiracy against the Constitutions.

Line all these criminal corporations up and liquidate them -- one, two, three.

If Trump and the military don't have guts enough to do their jobs.....stand aside and let the Grandmothers of the world do it instead.
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